The notion of a g * m-closed set is defined in the context of a topological space with a minimal structure as a generalization of the concept of a g * -closed set. Preservation of these sets is investigated. Several results in the literature concerning the preservation of g * -closed sets are extended.
Introduction
Recently the concept of a g * -closed set has been defined and investigated by Veera Kunar [8] . In 2007, R.K Saraf and M. Caldas [7] continued this investigation by introducing the concept of a g * -closed map, which is between a closed map and a g-closed map. The purpose of this paper is to extend these concepts to the setting of a topological space with a minimal structure. In this process we generalize the notion of a g * -closed set and extend some of the results in the literature concerning their preservation.
Preliminaries
All spaces are topological spaces with no separation properties assumed. If a topological space is equipped with a minimal structure, then the space is assumed to be nonempty. Assume X is a space with A ⊆ X. The closure and interior of A are signified by Cl(A) and Int(A), respectively. A subset A of a space X is said to be generalized closed (briefly g-closed) [2] if Cl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is an open subset of X. A set is g-open provided its complement is g-closed.
Definition 2.1 A subset A of a space X is said to be g * -closed [8] if Cl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is a g-open subset of X. Also A is g * -open provided its complement is g * -closed or equivalently if F ⊆ Int(A) whenever F ⊆ A and F is a g-closed subsset of X [7] .
Definition 2.4 Let X be a nonempty set and P(X) the power set of X. A subfamily m X of P(X) is called a minimal structure (briefly an m-structure) on X [6] , if ∅ ∈ m X and X ∈ m X . Each member of m X is said to be m X -open and the complement of m X -open set is said to be m X -closed. Definition 2.5 An m-structure m X on a nonempty set X is said to have property B [3] , if the union of any family of sets belonging to m X belongs to m X . Definition 2.6 Let X be a nonempty set and m X an m-structure on X. If A ⊆ X, then the m X -closure of A and the m X -interior of A [3] are given by mCl(A) = ∩{F : A ⊆ F, X − F ∈ m X } and mInt(A) = ∪{U : U ⊆ A, U ∈ m X }, respectively.
Lemma 2.7 [3]
Let X be a nonempty set, m X an m-structure on X, and A and B subsets of X. The following properties hold: 
Proof. Let A be a g * m-closed subset of X and assume
Definition 3.8 Let X and Y be topological spaces. A function f : X → Y is said to be g * -closed [7] , if f (A) is g * -closed for every closed subset A of Y .
If we take m X and m Y to be the topologies on X and Y , respectively, in Theorem 3.6 we obtain the following result. 
Obviously gc-irresolute implies a * -continuous. The following example shows that a * -continuous is strictly weaker than gc-irresolute.
Example 3.10 Let X = {a, b} have the topology τ = {X, ∅, {a}}. The function f : X → X given by f (a) = b and f (b) = a is a * -continuous but not gc-irresolute.
It then follows that Corollary 3.9 strengthen the next result due to Saraf and Caldas.
Corollary 3.11 (Theorem 3.9 [7] ) Let X and Y be topological spaces. If
Conditions under which inverse images of g * m-closed sets are g * m-closed are investigated next. Next we replace the weak openness condition in Theorem 3.15 with a weak form of closure and consequently we can eliminate the requirement that f be bijective. Then taking m X and m Y to be the topologies on X and Y , respectively, in Theorem 3.22 yields the following result. Apparently pre g-closed implies a * -closed. Since the function on Example 3.10 is a * -closed but not pre g-closed, Theorem 3.24 strengthens the following result of Saraf and Caldas. 
Proof. Let F be a g-closed subset of X and let A be a g Proof. Let F be a g-closed subset of X and let A be a g * m-open subset of Z for which g • f (F ) ⊆ A. Then f (F ) ⊆ g −1 (A) and, since f is a * m-closed and g is g * M-irresolute, we see that f (F ) ⊆ mInt(g −1 (A)). Then, using the fact that g is strongly M-open, we obtain g • f (F ) = g(f (F )) ⊆ g(mInt(g −1 (A))) = mInt(g(g −1 (A))) ⊆ mInt(A). Thus g • f is a * m-closed. The proof of the following theorem is straightforward. Theorem 4.10 Let X, Y , and Z be topological spaces and let m X be an m-structure on X. If f : X → Y is a * m-continuous and g : Y → Z is gc-irresolute, then g • f : X → Z is a * m-continuous.
Corollary 4.11 Let X be a topological space with an m-structure m X and let Y α be a topological space for every α ∈ A. Let f α : X → Y α be a function for every α ∈ A. If the product function f : X → Π α∈A Y α given by f (x) = (f α (x)) is a * m-continuous and the projection function p α : Π β∈A Y β → Y α is gc-irresolute for every α ∈ A, then f α is a * m-continuous for every α ∈ A.
